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I 
The reactor vessel auxiliary cooling system (RVACS) is a passive liquid-metal reactor 

decay-heat removal system. It removes heat by natural circulation of air in the gap between the 
guard vessel and a duct wall surrounding the guard vessel. The reactor heat is released to the 
atmosphere through multiple stacks, which communicate through common i d o w  and outflow plena. 

The RVACS performance is a knction of the pressure daerence between airflow inlet and outlet 

(driving pressure head), of the air inlet temperature, of the air density variation along the flow path, 
and of the pressure-loss characteristics of this path. The pressure difference between the inlet and 
outlet as well as the RVACS inlet temperature can be affected by wind speed and direction. The 
recirculation of air in the wake of a stack and the downward bend of a stack's hot plume by wind can 
affect its own inlet temperature as well as that of its adjacent stacks. 

In Ref 1, pressure distributions around the walls of the RVACS stacks were determined by 
treating the stacks as solid closed structures, i.e., no cooling airflow was allowed in the stacks. 
These pressure distributions were used to qualitatively evaluate the effect of wind speed and 
direction, and of stack design parameters on the pressure difference between stack inlets and outlet. 
In Ref 2, a more realistic analysis was performed for the worst wind conditions identified in Ref. 1, 

and with a configuration where the reactor heat source was simulated and air flow in the stacks was 
allowed. However, in Ref 2 no communication among the stacks was allowed through their 
common inflow and outflow plena. The objective of this work was to analyze the effects of wind 

on the performance of the RVACS of a liquid-metal reactor design without the simplifying 
assumptions ofRefs. 1 and 2. In this work cooling airflow in the stacks and communication among 

the stacks was allowed. 

In the design analyzed in this work, which is similar to that of Refs. 1 and 2, the reactor heat 
is released to the atmosphere through four stacks. Each stack has one inlet on each side 
perpendicular to the 0" and 180" wind directions, and one outlet located at the top of the stack. The 
analyses presented in Refs. 1, and 2 indicated that wind in the 90" direction had the most adverse 
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effect on RVACS performance. To avoid excessive computation times, in this work, only the 90" 

wind direction was considered with average (over the vertical profile) wind speeds of 3 m / s  and 
26.8 m / s  (60 mph). The 3 m / s  speed represents low wind conditions and the 26.8 ds speed is the 

largest wind speed considered in Refs. 1 and 2. 

Figure 1 shows airflow patterns for a wind speed of 26.8 m/s and a 90" direction (with 

respect to the axis formed by the stack inlets). In Fig. l a  and lb the stacks are not communicating. 
InFig. IC and Id the stacks are communicating and only the portion of the system above the inflow 
plenum is shown. Because of symmetry only two stacks are shown. When the stacks are not 

allowed to communicate, their behavior is similar, although not identical. This is not the case when 
the stacks communicate. In the latter configuration, air flows in only from the inlets of the 
downwind stack, while there is outflow fkom the inlets of the upwind stack. Heat is rejected to the 
atmosphere only through the outlet of the upwind stack, while air enters fiom the outlet of the 
downwind stack and through the outflow plenum flows into the outflow path of the upwind stack. 
When the wind speed is reduced to 3 ds, the airflow pattern is similar to that of Fig. IC but air flows 
into the RVACS from the inlets of all stacks. 

The flow patterns predicted for the configuration where the stacks communicate are 

supported by the pressure, p, distribution predicted in Ref. 1 (no flow through the stacks). These 
distributions give: 

where i = inlet, o = outlet, u = upwind stack, d = downward stack. In Ref. 2 (stacks do not commun- 
icate), it was determined that a 26.8 m/s wind in the 90" directions would reduce the flow of the 
upwind stack by 19%, that of the downwind stack by 10% and the total RVACS flow by 15%. 

When the simplification of "no communication among the stacks" was removed, the drastic change 

in the airflow pattern discussed earlier resulted in a lower RVACS flow, higher air outlet and guard 

vessel temperatures, and significant azimuthal variations in RVACS flow and guard vessel 
temperature. When the wind speed was increased from 3 ds to 26.8 ds the RVACS flow was 
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reduced by 26%. For the 26.8 m/s wind the guard vessel temperature at the top of the vessel varied 
azimuthally (180") by 80°C. 

A design change in the inflow plenum that drastically reduced the flow area of a flow path 

leading fiom one stack to the other, improved drastically RVACS performance at low wind speeds, 
but had no beneficial effect at high wind speeds (e.g., 26 ids) .  When two more inlets were added 
per stack (one inlet per stack side), the adverse effect of high wind speeds was nearly eliminated. 

In conclusion, this analysis shows that high speed winds can have an adverse effect on 

RVACS performance. Design changes, like a change from a two-inlet to a four-inlet stack can 
neutralize this effect. 
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Figure 1. RVACS Airflow Patterns 


